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In this article, the most relevant isomers of uranium tricarbide are studied through quantum chemi-
cal methods. It is found that the most stable isomer has a fan geometry in which the uranium atom
is bonded to a quasilinear C3 unit. Both, a rhombic and a ring CU(C2) structures are found about
104–125 kJ/mol higher in energy. Other possible isomers including linear geometries are located
even higher. For each structure, we provide predictions for those molecular properties (vibrational
frequencies, IR intensities, dipole moments) that could eventually help in their experimental detec-
tion. We also discuss the possible routes for the formation of the different UC3 isomers as well as
the bonding situation by means of a topological analysis of the electron density. © 2013 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4795237]
INTRODUCTION
Uranium carbides are relevant in the nuclear industry due
to their potential role as fuels for new generations of nu-
clear reactors.1 The relevance of this type of compounds has
prompted a renewed interest on the properties of uranium car-
bides, particularly in the solid phase. However, due to the high
temperatures reached in the operation of nuclear reactors, va-
porization of these compounds is expected to be very impor-
tant. Therefore, it is also interesting to have a detailed knowl-
edge of the properties of uranium-carbon compounds in the
gas phase. Nevertheless, little is known about the molecular
structure of uranium-carbon compounds.
Experimental work on the gas-phase chemistry of
uranium-carbon compounds dates to the 1960–1980
decades.2–6 Mass spectrometry studies allowed to obtain
information about the stoichiometry of the uranium-carbon
compounds formed in the gas phase as well as their relative
abundances. More detailed information about their molecular
structure has been obtained quite recently through spec-
troscopy studies. Wang et al.7, 8 obtained uranium-carbon
compounds through laser evaporation of uranium-carbon
alloys followed by atom reaction in an argon matrix. Infrared
absorption bands of UC and UC2 have been observed in
these experiments. Theoretical studies have been also carried
out for uranium dicarbide.8–10 All of them agree in that the
lowest lying species is a triangular (T-shape) isomer (quintet
ground state). Despite this result, the species observed in the
IR experiments was concluded to be a symmetric linear CUC
isomer with a 3u+ electronic state, which is predicted to lie
about 238 kJ/mol9 or 280 kJ/mol10 higher in energy than the
triangular isomer, according to the most reliable theoretical
methods employed. Another possible isomer, a linear UCC
species, is shown by theoretical calculations9 to be in fact a
a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
alargo@qf.uva.es.
transition state for the degenerate rearrangement of the trian-
gular species, since it has imaginary π bending frequencies.
Optimizations in Cs symmetry led to the C2v-symmetric form.
The fact that the observed UC2 species in the experiments is
the linear CUC isomer, less stable than the triangular form,
suggests that the conditions of the experiment might favor
a chemistry dominated by C atom reactions, whereas the
amount of C2 present in the matrix isolation experiments is
too small to produce significant amounts of triangular UC2.
Other uranium-compounds have been found in the
experiments.5, 6, 8 Therefore, it would be helpful to have a de-
tailed knowledge of the molecular structure of new uranium-
carbon compounds. UC3 was observed in mass spectrome-
try experiments and some thermochemical properties were
measured,5 although no structural data were obtained. Fur-
thermore, UC3 is a potential species for observation in matrix
isolation spectroscopic experiments, where other uranium-
carbon compounds have already been observed.7, 8 Data on
its molecular structure, stability, and spectroscopic properties
should be very useful for the interpretation of such experi-
ments. In the present work, we provide a detailed study of the
molecular structure of uranium tricarbide, UC3. To the best
of our knowledge, there is only a preliminary investigation by
Wang et al.8 at the Density Functional Theory (DFT) level for
two isomers of UC3. Based on these calculations a band in the
IR spectrum was assigned.8 As stated above, a detailed com-
putational study of UC3 isomers is important to provide infor-
mation to aid in the interpretation of the experiments, partic-
ularly for discriminating between the different UCx species.
In addition, a second objective of the present work is to shed
light on the growing patterns of UCn compounds. As we have
mentioned earlier, the observation of UC2 suggests that the
relative stabilities are not the only factors to be taken into ac-
count, and the experimental conditions also determines the
predominant species that can be formed. At this end, the study
of how uranium carbides grow in size incorporating more
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carbon atoms is of particular interest to predict the species
that should be preferentially formed.
COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
We have employed similar quantum chemistry methods
as in our previous work on uranium dicarbide.9 In first place
molecular geometries have been optimized at the DFT level,
employing the B3LYP exchange-correlation functional.11, 12
Subsequently, geometries have been obtained at the CCSD
(coupled-cluster single and double excitation model) level.
The basis set employed consisted of a combination of the
6-311+G(3df ) basis set13 for carbon atom and the Stuttgart-
Dresden effective core potential (ECP60MWB)14, 15 in con-
junction with a [8s7p6d4f] basis set (referred to as “SDD”
in GAUSSIAN 09) for uranium. Static relativistic effects are
included in the Stuttgart-Dresden pseudopotential. Harmonic
vibrational calculations have been performed in order to as-
sess the nature of the stationary points on the potential energy
surface as well as to estimate the zero-point energy (ZPE).
The electronic energy has been refined by means of single-
point calculations at the CCSD(T) level (CCSD augmented
with a noniterative treatment of triple excitations).16 In the
CCSD(T) calculations, we checked the T1 diagnostic.17 In
most cases it was found below the 0.04 value,18 and only
in one case a slightly higher value was found (around 0.05).
These values do not suggest a strong multireference charac-
ter of the wavefunctions. We have nevertheless carried out
multiconfigurational calculations in order to check the ade-
quacy of the single-reference theoretical methods. In particu-
lar, we performed CASSCF19, 20 (complete active space multi-
configuration self-consistent field) optimizations followed by
MRCI21, 22 (multireference singles and doubles configuration
interaction) single-point calculations. The active space was
constructed including 10 electrons in 14 orbitals which for the
C2v-symmetric structures comprise 5 orbitals from represen-
tation a1, 3 from b1, 4 from b2, and 2 from a2 (5342). For the
linear UC3 structure, we found that a larger active space was
required with additional a1 and b1 orbitals: (6442). For the
MRCI calculations, all configurations with a coefficient larger
than 0.02 in the CASSCF wavefunction have been taken into
account. The sum of the squared norms of the selected refer-
ence configuration coefficients was between 0.977 and 0.989.
Eighteen valence electrons (4 from C and 6 from U) have been
correlated in the MRCI calculations. These multiconfigura-
tional calculations were carried out in conjunction with the
same basis sets described above for the single-reference meth-
ods. All the calculations were carried out with the GAUSSIAN
0923 and MOLPRO24 program packages.
The nature of the bonding in isomers of uranium tricar-
bide was characterized through the topological analysis of the
electron charge density distribution, ρ(r), in the framework of
the atoms in molecules theory (AIM).25 Total electron den-
sities were obtained at B3LYP level with the same basis sets
described above. The bond and atomic properties were calcu-
lated using the AIMALL package.26 The accuracy of the inte-
gration over the atomic basin () was assessed by the mag-
nitude of a function L(), which in all cases is lower than
10−4 a.u.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have searched for possible isomers of the UC3 sys-
tem. For each isomer different spin multiplicities were con-
sidered. We will only discuss in detail the lowest lying state
for the most relevant isomers. The geometries of these species
are given in Figure 1, whereas in Table I a summary of the
main structural properties is provided. Their relative energies
are collected in Table II. These structures can be rationalized
in terms of their possible formation processes, which are de-
picted in Scheme 1.
In principle, one can devise three different schemes
for UC3 formation: (i) from UC2, adding a carbon atom;
(ii) from a uranium atom combined with a C3 unit; (iii) com-
bination of uranium monocarbide, UC, with dicarbon, C2. In
the first case, the formation of UC3 structures from both iso-
mers of UC2, namely, linear and cyclic species, is shown in
Scheme 1. It should be pointed out that in the experiments by
Wang et al.7, 8 the linear CUC isomer is apparently observed,
but the UC2 cyclic isomer is considerably more stable.9, 10
Therefore, the presence of cyclic UC2 cannot be ruled out. In
fact the predicted dissociation energy of cyclic UC29 agrees
rather well with the value derived from previous mass spec-
trometry studies.5
It can be seen in Scheme 1 that if a carbon atom is at-
tached to cyclic UC2 through a U–C side, a fan structure is
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FIG. 1. Optimized geometries of the different UC3 species at the B3LYP,
CCSD (in parentheses), and CASSCF (in squared brackets) levels of theory.
Distances are given in Å.
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TABLE I. Structural properties for the different UC3 species at selected levels of theory.
Structure Method Vibrational frequencies (cm−1)a μ (D)
Fan 3B1 B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 399(b2, 8), 533(b1, 65), 540(a1, 56), 790(a1, 15), 1275(a1, 6), 1529(b2, 130) 8.805
CCSD/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 406(b2, 0), 617(b1, 10), 636(a1, 144), 810(a1, 4), 1265(a1, 7), 1953(b2, 644) 9.489
Rhombic 5A1 B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 227(b1, 3), 385(b2, 4), 424(a1, 50), 964(b2, 9), 1098(a1, 38), 1430(a1, 17) 8.173
CCSD/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 232(b1, 1), 375(b2, 7), 405(a1, 95), 985(b2, 3), 1089(a1, 68), 1585(a1, 9) 8.983
CU(C2) 3B1 B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 60(b2, 72), 61(b1, 72), 313(b2, 16), 521(a1, 210), 910(a1, 76), 1844(a1, 15) 1.002
CCSD/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 98(b2, 87), 85(b1, 76), 339(b2, 1), 529(a1,263), 913(a1,107), 1827(a1, 11) 1.467
Trigonal planar 3A2 ′′ B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 88(e′, 46), 160(a2 ′′, 53), 720(e′, 61), 774(a1 ′, 0) 0
CCSD/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 168(e′, 4), 204(a2 ′′, 45), 937(e′, 40), 760(a1 ′, 0) 0
CUCC 3 B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 131 i(π ), 37(π ), 483(σ ), 921(σ ), 1854(σ ) 3.324
CCSD/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 142 i(π ), 58(π ), 492(σ ), 914(σ ), 1876(σ ) 3.988
UCCC 5 B3LYP/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 99/103(π , 1/1)b, 353(σ , 26), 391/404(π , 24/17)b, 1260(σ , 42), 1867(σ , 162) 11.578
CCSD/6-311+G(3df)+SDD 107(π , 0), 410(σ , 260), 428(π , 23), 1327(σ , 241), 1977(σ , 48) 13.030
aMode symmetry and IR intensity (km/mol) in parentheses.
bDue to Renner-Teller effect, non-degenerate π vibrational frequencies are obtained for the 5 state.
formed, with the uranium atom bonded apparently to a quasi-
linear CCC unit. If the interaction takes place through the
C–C side of triangular UC2 a rhombic structure is obtained.
Finally, bonding through the uranium atom results in a three-
membered ring that will be referred to as CU(C2). There is
another possibility, which corresponds to the interaction of
a carbon atom with one of the carbon atoms in cyclic UC2.
However, no stable structure is found in this way, since upon
optimization it collapses into the fan isomer.
Starting now from linear CUC, the carbon atom can be
attached to the uranium atom giving rise to a trigonal planar
structure. A linear CUCC isomer is formed when the carbon
atom interacts with one of the carbon atoms in CUC. Finally,
the same ring CU(C2) structure commented before is obtained
if carbon interacts through a U–C bond.
When considering the formation of UC3 species from a
uranium atom and C3, one should bear in mind that tricarbon
has a linear ground state (1g+).27 If the interaction takes
place through a terminal carbon atom a linear UCCC struc-
ture is formed, whereas a side interaction leads again to the
fan isomer. However, we have also considered the possibility
of an interaction of a uranium atom with a hypothetical cyclic
C3 unit. In such case, a side interaction produces the rhom-
bic species, whereas a ring U(C3) structure is reached if the
uranium atom interacts through an apex. However, the ring
U(C3) species was shown to have two imaginary frequencies,
and therefore will not be discussed in detail.
Considering the combination of uranium monocarbide,
UC, with dicarbon, C2, we arrive at some of the structures dis-
cussed previously. If the interaction takes place with the C–C
bond (in a lateral way) three-membered rings are obtained,
either CU(C2) or U(C3). On the other hand linear species
(UCCC or CUCC) are obtained if the interaction takes place
through one of the carbon atoms.
In addition, we have explored the UC3 potential surface,
considering different multiplicities, searching for other pos-
sible stable structures. In particular, we have also searched
for non-planar structures, but no stable species were obtained.
Most structures shown in Figure 1 have triplet ground states.
Only the rhombic isomer and the linear UCCC species have
quintet ground states.
The fan isomer has a 3B1 [ · · · a1(5fφ) b1(5fσ+δ)]
electronic state (the lowest-lying quintet, 5A1, lies about
63 kJ/mol higher in energy at the CCSD(T) level). The
C–C bond distances are close to typical C–C double bond
distances. The  CCC angle is around 150◦, showing a con-
siderable deviation from linearity of the C3 unit. Based on the
U–C carbon distances, one is tempted to identify predomi-
nantly interactions of the uranium atom with the two equiva-
lent carbon atoms C1 and C2. However, the distance between
uranium and the central carbon atom cannot rule out a bond-
ing interaction, since it is quite similar as the U–C distance
found in other cyclic structures. The fan species has a high
dipole moment (8.8–9.4 D, depending on the level of theory
employed). Both B3LYP and CCSD levels of theory predict
that the most intense line in the IR spectrum should corre-
spond to an asymmetric stretching of the C–C–C unit. How-
ever, both methods provide a rather different value for that
TABLE II. Relative energies (kJ/mol) at selected levels of theory for the most relevant UC3 species. ZPE corrections have been included.
Fan 3B1 Rhombic 5A1 CU(C2) 3B1 Trigonal planar 3A2 ′′ CUCC 3 UCCC 5
B3LYP/6-311+G(d)+SDD 0.0 47.57 141.17 638.02 202.46 118.83
CCSD/6-311+G(d)+SDD 0.0 71.59 123.14 656.01 194.97 142.72
CCSD(T)/6-311+G(d)+SDD 0.0 107.70 124.31 600.86 199.53 181.71
MRCI//CASSCF(10,14) 0.0 119.29 116.27
(0.935)a (0.969)a (0.924)a
MRCI//CASSCF+SO 0.0 125.44 107.70
aWeight of the leading configuration in the CAS wave function.
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SCHEME 1. Schematic representation of the possible formation processes
of UC3 species.
frequency (1529 cm−1 at the B3LYP level, 1953 cm−1 at the
CCSD level).
Concerning the rhombic isomer in its 5A1 [ · · · · a2(5fδ)
b1(5fπ ) b2(5fφ) a1(5fσ )] electronic ground state, the most in-
teresting feature is the relatively short C1–C2 distance (very
close to the peripheral C1–C3 and C2–C3 distances), which
might suggest the presence of a true transannular carbon–
carbon bond, and therefore to classify this structure as a bi-
cyclic species. Nevertheless, we will address these features
later on with the help of an analysis of the electronic density.
The rhombic species has also a high dipole moment, more
than 8 D. The most intense line in the IR spectrum should cor-
respond to the U–C3 stretching (corresponding to 424 cm−1
at the B3LYP level and 405 cm−1 at CCSD), followed by a
symmetric vibrational mode of the C3 unit (at 1098 or
1089 cm−1, depending of the level of theory employed).
In the CU(C2) isomer [3B1; · · · a1(5fσ ) b1(φ)], we can
clearly identify very different U–C bond distances. The three-
membered ring UC2 has very similar geometrical parameters
as the 5A2 state of uranium dicarbide at the same levels of
theory,9 whereas the C1–U bond distance approaches the bond
distance found in linear CUC, namely, 1.834 Å and 1.820 Å
at the B3LYP and CCSD levels, respectively. The predicted
most intense line in the IR spectrum of this species corre-
sponds to 521 cm−1 (B3LYP) or 529 cm−1 (CCSD). It is
worth noting that the predicted frequencies for this species are
in good agreement with the reported values by Wang et al.8
This species has two very low vibrational frequencies, be-
low 100 cm−1, which could question its viability as a stable
molecule, according to the criteria suggested by Hoffmann,
Schleyer, and Schaefer.28 However, it should be taken into
account that one of these frequencies (b1 symmetry) corre-
sponds to out-of-plane vibration. These normal modes are
usually characterized by rather flat potential curves, and are
exceptions to the general criteria of Hoffmann et al.28 The
second one (b2 symmetry) is associated with CUC bending,
but it has a larger frequency at the CCSD level, approaching
100 cm−1. Although it corresponds to a shallow potential sur-
face, it seems that at correlated level of theory it could be con-
sidered a stable isomer. This is also the case for the next iso-
mer, the trigonal planar structure with a 3A2′′ electronic state.
At the B3LYP level, a low frequency (88 cm−1) is found. The
CCSD level, on the other hand, predicts a somewhat higher
value for this vibrational frequency, namely, 168 cm−1.
The lowest lying linear CUCC species corresponds to a
3 electronic state. As can be seen in Table I, it has an imag-
inary frequency and therefore it is not a true minimum on the
potential surface. Relaxing the symmetry constrains and per-
forming a geometry optimization in Cs symmetry it evolves
toward the CU(C2) species. The lowest lying CUCC linear
state with real frequencies corresponds to a 3 lying more
than 335 kJ/mol higher in energy than the 3 state at the
B3LYP level, and therefore it was not pursued any further.
In Figure 1, it can be seen that CUCC has two rather different
U–C distances, being much shorter than that corresponding to
the bond connecting uranium with the terminal carbon atom.
Finally, a linear UCCC structure with a 5 ground state was
obtained. The geometrical parameters show two similar C–C
bond distances, which are slightly shorter than typical C=C
double bonds, and a relatively long U–C distance, suggest-
ing a weak interaction between uranium and carbon atoms.
Based on the geometries of both linear isomers one is tempted
to view CUCC as resulting from the interaction of CU+CC,
whereas UCCC resembles a U+CCC interaction. An interest-
ing point is that CUCC is shown to be in fact a transition state,
whereas UCCC is a true minimum, since it has all its vibra-
tional frequencies real. This is in contrast with the behavior
observed for the UC2 system, because CUC is a true mini-
mum, whereas UCC was shown to be in fact a transition state
with imaginary π vibrational frequencies.9 It is worth point-
ing out that the UCCC species has a large dipole moment,
partly due to the arrangement of the atoms in this structure.
Relative energies at different levels of theory, namely,
B3LYP, CCSD, CCSD(T), and MRCI, are given in Table II.
Due to the large computational cost of the MRCI calculations
we report values obtained for the three most stable structures
according to the CCSD(T) predictions. All theoretical meth-
ods predict the fan isomer to be the most stable one, and there-
fore relative energies for the rest of species are referred to the
fan isomer. In general, the different theoretical methods agree
in the stability ordering of the different isomers. There is only
a discrepancy concerning the ordering of CU(C2) and UCCC,
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which is reversed when passing from B3LYP to CCSD. The
CCSD(T) level, which should be more reliable, clearly places
the linear isomer above the ring species. Let us also point out
that the three most stable UC3 structures are mainly described
by a single-reference whose weights are 0.935 (fan isomer),
0.969 (rhombic isomer), and 0.924 [CU(C2) isomer].
The most interesting result is the prediction of the fan iso-
mer as the global minimum for the UC3 system. According to
the CCSD(T) results, the energy difference with the next low-
est lying isomer, namely, the rhombic species, is large enough
(more than 105 kJ/mol) to be confident in this prediction. The
CU(C2) isomer is placed only nearly 92 kJ/mol higher in en-
ergy than the rhombic species at the B3LYP level. Clearly,
correlation effects favor triplet states over quintet states, as
illustrated by the relative energies at the different levels of
theory. At the most reliable level, CCSD(T), the energy dif-
ference between the rhombic and CU(C2) isomers is reduced
to just 17 kJ/mol. It seems that there is a preference for cyclic
isomers, since the two linear isomers are predicted to lie above
the fan, rhombic, and CU(C2) species. The linear CUCC iso-
mer with the uranium atom inserted into the carbon chain
seems to be less stable than the UCCC species. Furthermore,
the linear CUCC species has imaginary π vibrational frequen-
cies and therefore it is not in fact a stable structure. Only the
linear UCCC species could be eventually considered as a pos-
sible candidate for experimental detection. The trigonal pla-
nar structure is not competitive, since it is found to lie more
than 506 kJ/mol above the fan isomer. Last row in Table II
shows the MRCI relative energies of the three most stable iso-
mers including the spin-orbit coupling. Inclusion of spin-orbit
effects seems to increase the relative energy of the rhombic
isomer while reducing that of the ring CU(C2) one. Thus, at
the MRCI+SO level of theory the ring structure lies slightly
below the rhombic isomer. Taking into account the accuracy
of our calculations we may conclude that both isomers are vir-
tually isoenergetic. In any case, the spin-orbit results do not
change the general picture commented above: the fan isomer
is clearly the most stable one.
It is not surprising that the fan and rhombic isomers are
more stable than three-membered rings and linear species for
uranium tricarbide. In a systematic study of small carbides for
third-row main group elements,29 it was found that the more
electronegative elements (As, Se, Br) favor linear or three-
membered ring structures, whereas less electronegative ele-
ments (K, Ca, Ga, Ge) clearly prefer either fan or rhombic
isomers. Uranium, with low ionization energy, behaves in a
similar way as other electropositive elements such as K or
Ca.
Taking into account the relative stabilities provided in
Table II and the processes depicted in Scheme 1, we can dis-
cuss the formation of the different UC3 species. It seems that
starting from the triangular UC2 isomer and adding a carbon
atom the fan isomer would be preferentially formed. On the
other hand, if we consider the formation from linear CUC
the most stable species would be the CU(C2) isomer, since
the linear CUCC is a transition state and the trigonal species
lies much higher in energy. Considering the interaction of
uranium atoms with linear CCC units, the preferred product
should be the fan isomer, much more stable than the linear
UCCC species. Finally, if UC3 is produced from UC + C2, the
CU(C2) isomer should be the preferred product. Therefore,
we might conclude that the fan and CU(C2) isomers should
be preferentially obtained. Which of them is favored should
depend on the formation process employed to produce UC3.
In order to characterize the nature of the bonding in the
uranium UC3 species, we have applied the topological anal-
ysis of the electronic charge density.25 Within this formalism
critical points in the one-electron density, ρ(r), are identified.
In our case, uranium tricarbide, only bond critical points [cor-
responding to a minimum value of ρ(r) along the line con-
necting the nuclei and a maximum along the interatomic sur-
faces] and ring critical points [ρ(r) being a minimum in two
directions and a maximum in one direction] are relevant. A
summary of the most relevant topological properties of the
critical points is provided in Table III. In addition, the molec-
ular graphs of electron density in conjunction with the con-
tour maps of the Laplacian of the electron density are shown
in Figure 2.
As it can be seen in the molecular graphs represented in
Figure 2 the fan isomer (3B1 electronic state) has two periph-
eral U–C bond critical points (BCP) and consequently a ring
critical point (RCP), no BCP between uranium and the central
carbon atom has been found, then it is clear that this species
is a truly cyclic structure. Concerning the rhombic species
two BCP between the uranium atom and C1 and C2 carbon
atoms are found. In addition, a C1–C2 transannular bond crit-
ical point is observed. The presence of two RCPs as a conse-
quence of the existence of a transannular carbon–carbon bond
indicates that this species is in fact a bicyclic structure. This
observation is also consistent with the C1–C2 distance (shorter
than 1.5 Å).
In the U(C3) species, we have found a U–C1 bond critical
point, three C–C BCPs and a ring critical point for the C3 unit.
It can be concluded that the ring U(C3) species is a truly cyclic
species. On the other hand, in the CU(C2) isomer no bond crit-
ical point between the uranium atom and the two equivalent
carbon atoms C2 or C3 (and of course no ring critical point)
can be found. This is a consistent with the large U–C distance
(2.31 Å) observed in this case (see Figure 1). However, in ad-
dition to the C2–C3 and U–C1 bond critical points, only a BCP
between the uranium atom and the middle point of the C2 unit
can be found (denoted U–CC). Therefore, this species is sim-
ilar to a T-shape structure (see molecular graphs in Figure 2).
This is not an unexpected behavior, since our previous results
on uranium dicarbide also give rise to a T-shape structure.9
The predominance of π interactions between U and the C2
moiety with respect to the weak σ interactions, as illustrated
by the molecular orbitals for uranium dicarbide,10 is in agree-
ment with the finding of a single U–(C2) bond critical point.
In the case of both linear isomers, the presence of U–C
BCPs clearly shows the interaction between uranium and car-
bon atoms. Finally, in the trigonal planar 3A2′′ species, three
U–C BCPs can be found.
The results of the AIM analysis provided in Table III give
information about the nature of the interaction between the
uranium and carbon atoms in uranium tricarbide species. In
order to aid in this discussion, we show in Figure 2 the contour
maps of the Laplacian distributions of the electronic charge
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TABLE III. Local topological properties (in a.u.) of the electronic charge density distribution calculated at the
position of the bond critical points for the different UC3 species.a
Species Bond ρ(r) ∇ 2ρ(r) |V(r)|/G(r) H(r)
Fan 3B1 U–C1; U–C2 0.1598 0.1100 1.7685 − 0.0913
C1–C3; C2–C3 0.3339 − 0.8797 3.2071 − 0.4021
Rhombic 5A1 U–C1; U–C2 0.1036 0.1958 1.4392 − 0.0383
C1–C2 0.2698 − 0.3386 2.4981 − 0.2546
C1–C3; C2–C3 0.2864 − 0.5337 2.8776 − 0.2854
CU(C2) 3B1 U–CC 0.1035 0.1722 1.4626 − 0.0371
U–C1 0.2233 0.1088 1.8832 − 0.2056
C2–C3 0.4035 − 1.3114 3.4604 − 0.5523
U(C3) 5A2 U–C1 0.1388 0.1040 1.7340 − 0.0717
C1–C2; C1–C3 0.2667 − 0.3297 2.4818 − 0.2535
C2–C3 0.3097 − 0.7099 3.2031 − 0.3250
Trigonal Planar 3A2 ′′ U–C1; U–C2; U–C3 0.2149 0.1370 1.8384 − 0.1777
CUCC 3 U–C1 0.2266 0.0910 1.9023 − 0.2101
U–C2 0.1522 0.0641 1.8423 − 0.0856
C2–C3 0.3993 − 1.3938 3.8320 − 0.5387
UCCC 5 U–C1 0.1340 0.1701 1.6071 − 0.0657
C1–C2 0.3622 − 1.1853 3.8390 − 0.4575
C2–C3 0.3773 − 1.4224 4.4645 − 0.4999
aThe electronic charge density [ρ(r)], the Laplacian [∇2ρ(r)], the relationship between the local kinetic energy density [G(r)] and
the local potential energy density, [V(r)], and the total energy density, [H(r)].
FIG. 2. Contour maps of the Laplacian distribution of the electron density for the different UC3 species. Red dashed lines indicate regions of electronic charge
concentration (∇2ρ(r) < 0), and blue continuous lines denote regions of electronic charge depletion (∇2ρ(r) > 0). Also molecular graphs of electron density
are shown, small red spheres are bond critical points (BCPs), and small yellow spheres are ring critical points (RCPs).
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TABLE IV. Net atomic charge, q(), obtained by integrating the charge density over the atomic basin (in a.u.).
 Fan 3B1 Rhombic 5A1 CU(C2) 3B1 U(C3) 5A2 Trigonal planar 3A2 ′′ CUCC 3 UCCC 5
U +1.60 +1.17 +1.91 +1.12 +1.56 +1.92 +1.29
C1 −0.59 −0.56 −0.78 −0.78 −0.52 −0.80 −1.29a
C2 −0.59 −0.56 −0.56 −0.17 −0.52 −0.97
C3 −0.41 −0.05 −0.56 −0.17 −0.52 −0.14
aDue to integration inconsistencies only the total charge of the C3 unit could be obtained.
densities. In addition, net atomic charges, q(), obtained by
integrating the charge density over the atomic basin are given
in Table IV.
Very briefly we may recall that two limiting types of in-
teractions can be identified: shared interactions and closed-
shell interactions.30 Shared interactions, typical of covalent
compounds, are characterized by large electron densities and
negative values of the Laplacian, ∇2ρ(r). On the other hand,
closed-shell interactions correspond to relatively low values
of ρ(r) and positive values of its Laplacian, and are character-
istic of ionic and van der Waals compounds. However, there is
a whole spectrum of intermediate interactions lying between
these two limiting cases.30 Another interesting property is the
total energy density, H(r), which is defined as the sum of the
potential, V(r), and kinetic, G(r), energy densities at a critical
point. The total energy density is useful to characterize the
degree of covalency of a bond. If H(r) is negative, the system
is stabilized by the accumulation of electronic charge in the
internuclear region, which is a typical characteristic of a cova-
lent interaction.31 On the other hand, when H(r) is positive ac-
cumulation of charge density in the region between the nuclei
leads to a destabilization of the system, which is the behavior
observed for ionic interactions and van der Waals systems.30
Besides, the covalent character of an interaction can also be
quantitatively analyzed by taking into account the |V(r)|/G(r)
relationship. This relationship shows values greater than 2 for
covalent interactions, smaller than 1 for non-covalent inter-
actions and between 1 and 2 for partially covalent bonds. In
other words, the |V(r)|/G(r) ratio may be treated as a measure
of the “covalence” of a bonding interaction.
As shown in Table III, all properties of C–C bond critical
points are typical of shared interactions: all have large values
of electron density (ρ(r) > 0.25 a.u.), negative values of its
Laplacian ∇2ρ(r), |V(r)|/G(r) > 2 and the total energy density
H(r) is negative with large values.
Regarding U–C bonds, the properties of the electron den-
sity at U–C BCPs in Table III are in line with our previously
published data about the uranium dicarbides9 and, therefore,
will be discussed in comparison with them.
In the fan 3B1 isomer the U−C BCP shows a rela-
tively low value of ρ(r) and a positive value for ∇2ρ(r). The
|V(r)|/G(r) and H(r) values are indicative of a small degree of
covalence in this bond. The trend of this bond is similar as the
one that was observed for the CCU 5 linear dicarbide,9 that
is, closed-shell interactions with a partially covalent character.
In the CU(C2) isomer, the UC2 unit has very similar topo-
logical parameters as the 5A2 state of uranium dicarbide at
the same level of theory,9 as would be expected. That is, a
relatively low density value at the U–CC BCP, ∇2ρ(r) > 0,
and a small but negative value of H(r) that suggests a slight
degree of covalence. The rhombic structure also shows two
U–C bonds with similar characteristic. It can also be con-
cluded that for both CU(C2) and rhombic species the U–C
interactions can be classified as intermediate interactions,
and that the degree of covalence is lower than for the other
isomers. On the other hand, the U–C1 bond on CU(C2)
shows a moderate value of ρ(r), a positive value for ∇2ρ(r),
1 < |V(r)|/G(r) < 2, and H(r) shows a negative value. The
−H(r) values at the BCP in the U–C1 bond is considerably
greater that in the U–CC bond which suggests a greater de-
gree of covalency.
In the case of the trigonal center U, the interactions
with the three carbon atoms are equivalent. The U–C bonds
show properties similar to those found for the ground state
of uranium monocarbide, UC.9 The covalent character in this
species is similar as the U–C1 bond in CU(C2).
Regarding the linear isomers, the CUCC 3 species has
two different U–C bonds; both U–C bonds show characteristic
of closed-shell interactions with a partially covalent character.
However, the H(r) value at U–C1 BCP has significantly larger
negative value than U–C2, which suggests that the U–C1 bond
has a higher covalent character than U–C2. These results are
in accordance with the previous idea of viewing this isomer as
resulting from the interaction of CU+CC. Similar properties
were also found in UCCC structure, the covalent character in
this species being smaller than U–C2 bond in CUCC 3 iso-
mers. In addition, the results show that the covalent character
in UCCC is smaller than U–C bond in linear dicarbide9 and
monocarbide9 (following the order: UC > UCC > UCCC).
This is indicative of a reduction of the covalent character in
the U–C bond in linear species as the length of the carbon
chain increases.
In addition, as can we seen in Figure 2, all U–C BCPs lie
in a zone of depletion of the electronic charge density, that is
in the region of ∇2ρ(r) > 0, in correspondence with a closed-
shell interaction. In contrast, the C–C BCPs lie in the region
of charge concentration or shared interactions (∇2ρ(r) < 0).
In summary, from the results collected in Table III and the
contour maps represented in Figure 2 we can see that all the
U–C bonds in the different UC3 species are characterized by
values of ρ that are around 0.10–0.23 a.u., whereas the Lapla-
cian at the BCP are always positive. Furthermore, H(r) is al-
ways slightly negative. Within AIM framework, such an inter-
action is usually considered as closed-shell interaction (ionic
interactions) with some degree of covalence.
In addition, it is interesting to highlight that the two most
stable isomers form ring structures that include the actinide
and two-carbon atoms attached to the metal (i.e., the most
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stable fan species shows two U–C interactions that lead to a
4-membered ring UCCC, while the rhombic species forms a
three-membered ring UCC). Then, the relative stability of the
different isomers could be also related to the ability of the
uranium atom to form structures resulting in rings (three or
four member in this case).
The net atomic charge, q(), on the uranium atom varies
between +1.1 and +1.9 e in agreement with the intermediate
character of the bonding. The atomic charges are larger for
the CU(C2) and CUCC isomers in agreement with their minor
covalent character.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated by means of quantum
chemical calculations the structure and bonding properties of
uranium tricarbide (UC3). A fan structure with the uranium
atom bonded to a quasilinear C3 unit has been found to be the
most stable isomer. Following in stability, we have found a
rhombic species and a ring CU(C2) structure which appear to
be virtually isoenergetic. They both lie well above the global
minimum (104–125 kJ/mol). We have studied other possi-
ble isomers including linear arrangements CUCC and UCCC
but they are located even higher. The analysis of the forma-
tion processes of the different UC3 isomers shows that for-
mation of the fan isomer should be favored either if T-shape
UC2 is present in the reaction medium or if C3 is formed by
prior sequential carbon reactions. On the other hand, the ring
CU(C2) isomer should be the most favored product if the re-
action starts from linear CUC or uranium monocarbide UC.
The only reaction that yields rhombic UC3 is (T-shape) UC2
(5A2)+C which, as stated above, should have the fan isomer
as its primary product. Thus, we conclude that, as it was the
case with uranium dicarbide, formation (and therefore obser-
vation) of the most stable isomer of UC3 seems to be strongly
dependant on the reaction conditions.
The results obtained in the present work provide a de-
tailed description of the stability and structure of the UC3
species. In addition, we have shown how the production of
a particular UC3 isomer heavily depends on the experimen-
tal conditions. Therefore, this information should be useful to
complement existing experimental work on UCx species5, 7, 8
as well as to guide possible new matrix isolation experiments
on these compounds. The structural and stability data should
be useful to discriminate between different UCx species.
Finally, the analysis of the bonding situation in these
species has been carried out by means of a topological anal-
ysis of the electron density. It is shown that the fan isomer
is a truly cyclic structure with two U–C bonds. Besides, the
rhombic isomer has been also shown to be a truly bicyclic
species with a transannular C–C bond. For the whole set
of different isomers the U–C interactions can be considered
to be intermediate interactions with a small partial covalent
character.
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